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Andrea Geiger is an Associate Professor of History at Simon Fraser University in

Burnaby, B.C., and the author of Subverting Exclusion: Transpacific Encounters with

Race, Caste, and Borders, 1885–1928 (Yale, 2011), which was awarded the 2011 Theo-

dore Saloutos Book Award (Immigration and Ethnic History Society) and the 2013

Association of Asian American Studies History Book Award. Her current research

examines historical encounters between Japanese migrants and indigenous people

in the North American West.

Jane Apostol has published 36 articles on local history, 16 of them in the Southern

California Quarterly. She has also written 16 books, including 6 for the Historical

Society of Southern California. The Society awarded her a Donald H. Pflueger

Award for Local History in 1991, elected her as a Fellow of the HSSC in 1996, and

presented her a Carl I. Wheat Award in 1997. In April 2013 she was feted by the

Society as the most prolific contributor to the Society’s publications in anyone’s

memory. She has also served for nearly 50 years as a volunteer at the Huntington

Library.

Tom Apostol is Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus, at Caltech, having joined the

faculty in 1950. He is internationally known for his mathematics texts (translated

into 7 languages), and for creating Project MATHEMATICS!—a video series that

brings mathematics to life with computer animation, live action, music, and special

effects. He has published 102 research papers, 40 of them since he became Emeritus in

1992. In 2001 he was elected as a corresponding member of the Academy of Athens,

and in 2012 was selected to be a Fellow of the American Mathematical Society. His

latest book, New Horizons in Geometry, written jointly with Mamikon Mnatsakanian,

was selected by Choice Magazine as the outstanding academic title of 2013.

The current essay is the first joint publication of Jane and Tom Apostol. It has

special personal significance for the authors because it includes part of the story of

how they were brought together during the Adlai Stevenson Presidential Campaign

of 1956.

Frank P. Barajas is a professor of History at California State University Channel

Islands. He is the author of Curious Unions: Mexican American Workers and Resistance

in Oxnard, California, 1898–1961 (Nebraska, 2012). He is currently writing a history

of the Chicana/o Movement in Ventura County.

Cover: A studio photograph of La-Ka-Kin (“Chiliwhist Jim”), ca. 1910, taken by Frank Matsura, a Japanese
immigrant photographer, in Colville, Washington. La-Ka-Kin, a Methow Indian from nearby Malott, was
a medicine man and prosperous rancher. Courtesy Washington State University Libraries; Manuscripts,
Archives, and Special Collections (MASC): Frank S. Matsura Photographs 1907–1913 Collection (70-0322).
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